Sonata Software
Client Meeting #2

Date: 2/8/08
Start Time: 2:00pm
End Time: 2:45pm
Location: RB352

Members Present: 2/2
Aleksandr Spektor
Christopher Vincek

Members Present: 1/2
Eric Crossman

Notes

1. Pre-meeting
-clients did not arrive for the meeting until around 2:35, Chris and Sasha discussed a little about the current state of affairs

   Prototypes:
   -the advanced and basic searches need to have the functionality and feel of Orion’s searches
     -The sidebar is good, but Chris believes it should appear on every page except for the
       login, also a link to a control panel (for admin), and the two searches for everyone need to be
       added to the sidebar
     -eliminate the main menu page upon login, and just go straight to the main floor of the
       user that is logged in, since all functionality on main menu is in the sidebar anyway
     -add in descriptive text boxes on the bottom of the floor plan and room plan pages
       indicating what the user can do and how to do it
     -recreate the control panel, Ken and Eric want to be able to browse the user list first, and
       then modify users in the way Orion’s prototype was setup
     -add in the “toolbox” to the top right corner of the room view page, with all the features
       such as move, edit, notes, etc.
     -make the login text boxes smaller
     -due to netreg organization, users should only search by one device type in the advanced
       search

   Website:
   -we may need to modify the logo at some point, but at the moment that is fine
   -WAY too many links in the left navigation, there is no need to have sonata, orion, and
     skynet broken down, since there are not too many things anyway, Lederman seemed to like
     seeing everything on one document page anyway, including prototypes and test plan. And we
     definitely have the screen real estate for it

2. Actual Meeting
-Eric liked the toolbar for the most part, although we need to add search functionality

-we are keeping the ping feature, since it may potentially work with the macs, although Eric does
  not expect it to work

-Eric was reminded to send us the netreg database information
-Eric liked the idea of going to the user’s main office floor upon login, but considered an “I’m feeling lucky” button to randomly choose a floor and/or a room for admin. (on a more serious note, admin should probably go to RB 3rd floor).